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Implementing a Passenger Services 
System Remotely for EGO Airways
Successfully managing a fully remote PSS implementation following 
agile practices during the most challenging times in aviation



 Client Overview
EGO Airways is an Italian start-up airline headquartered in Milan, Lombardy that serves local and international destinations in 
Europe. The airline differentiates itself from the competition in terms of providing an outstanding customer experience by 
allowing customers to create their own travel experiences, and giving them the flexibility to choose from a wide variety of 
unique services.  The airline offers two cabin classes –JUST GO (Economy) and PRIVATE (Business), and plans to start 
operations with 2 Embraer Jets eventually expanding its fleet to 5 aircraft in the first year of operation. The initial aim is to 
develop a point to point network, linking the Italian region's strategic cities, and then strengthening the feeder services from 
and to Milan Malpensa, partnering with all the leading airlines operating from the Lombardy airport. 

Ÿ To have an open system architecture and API toolset 
along with the domain competency for seamless 
integration with a new set of CRM interfaces

EGO Airways intends to establish a new Italian airline 
concept, where “customers” are the absolute key players in 
the journey. The airline ensures hospitality and continuous 
assistance to the customer to make flying a unique and 
exclusive experience. To establish its feeder services 
successfully, the airline plans to establish partnerships with 
several regional and network carriers and serve several 
local airports not served by the traditional carriers, thus 
offering a competitive connection to Italy's major leisure 
and business destinations. Some of the key requisites for 
the airline were to have the ability:

Ÿ To set up and manage ancillary sales in different sales 
channels, including bundled offers to generate 
significant revenue and upselling opportunity. 

Ÿ To manage convenience fees 

Ÿ To support single-sign-on across multiple customer-
facing interfaces offering a seamless user experience

EGO airways spent significant time and effort in evaluating 
vendors before finalizing IBS Software's iFly RES solution. 
One of the critical differentiators that enabled iFly RES to 
win was the commitment, proven competence, and 
flexibility to support a quick go-live and the ability to 
couple the needs of a modern airline, focused on digital 
channels, with the more traditional requirements of 
Interline partnerships and GDS based distribution. 
Favorable references from iFly RES customers in Europe 
also added on to the airline's confidence. 

The initial implementation phase aimed at delivering the 
sales operations and relevant interfaces, allowing the 
system to go live as soon as the Civil Aviation Authority 
approved the AOC. Subsequent phases would enable the 
airport operations and relevant interfaces to deliver best in 
class customer service.

The Context
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Key Challenges

Lastly, COVID-19 posed serious challenges in managing 
delivery commitments and maintaining relationship 
continuity with critical partners working on the interfaces. 
Ensuring consistent focus and agility to support internal 
and external partners remotely, maintaining close 
coordination between the project team, customer, and 
partners while handholding the dependant work, was key 
to the successful completion.

Maintaining high customer service and hospitality 
standards

Overcoming challenges caused by the pandemic 

EGO airways wanted to encourage customers to register 
for additional offers and updates and leverage these 
preferences to offer a better user experience. It was 
therefore imperative that the right customer information, 
expectations and preferences were passed to customer 
service organizations to proactively manage the customer 
experience.

Need for personalization and localization 

Typically, the lack of in-depth understanding of customers, 
their potential value and personal preferences deter 
airlines from ensuring conversions and repeat sales. 
EGO airways' strategy to allow each customer to create 
their own travel experience required a PSS that could 
manage reservation operations in a centralized manner 
and will allow client recognition at relevant touch points to 
provide personalization and localized communications.  

Provision for ancillary offers and flexibility

EGO airways identified several air and non-air ancillary 
items to create unique offers and make air travel satisfying 
for customers.

Implementation Highlights:
The core implementation team from iFly RES set out to 
rapidly establish the tools required by the customer while 
also consulting on best practices to establish an efficient 
business process framework for the airline. Coordinated 
across three continents and five countries, managing 
communications across cross cultural teams was key to a 
successful implementation. In spite of the disruption and 
uncertainty caused by the pandemic, a high degree of 
professionalism, commitment, and flexibility exhibited by 
the performing teams ensured a coordinated response to 
every customer requirement.

“Work from Remote Sites" and "Managing multiple teams 
in different work locations/time zones" emerged as a 
prerequisite, and to ensure closer collaboration and faster 
responses to bridge the distance, best practices were 
followed.

The implementation lifecycle was adapted to deliver in 
iterations, prioritizing the most critical components for 
early delivery. Iterative delivery enabled the customer and 
product experts to validate the functionality and 
interfaces early in the lifecycle and resulted in superior 
product quality. Expectations for each deliverable and 
integration/interface was established either via 
documentations or product sessions and formed the basis 
of intermediate delivery milestones. Prototypes built for 
simulating interfaces with API collaboration tools ensured 
high productivity for development of interface programs 
and in-depth understanding of the interface behaviors. 
The insights of quality checks were shared timely to 
understand & prioritize verification efforts for suspect 
functions. 

The changes brought about in the aviation sector due the 
pandemic, especially regulatory support for new start-up 
airlines, delays to secure Airline Designator/ AOC 
consistently challenged the delivery scope. To counter all 
this, the adoption of AGILE practices in implementation 
ensured collaboration on scope changes, frequent 
delivery, clarity on the remaining dependent solutions, and 
overall pace for implementation activities.

EGO Sales 
EGO Back Office

EGO OPs

API

Revenue 
Mgmt.

Revenue 
Accounting

Payment Message 
Gateway

Internet Booking Engine

Google Analytics

DWH

AWS SFTP

Mail BI

ARINC GDS

rd3  Party DCS Airports  

API

CRM

OTAs
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The Outcome

The Core PSS, Internet booking Engine, Payment Gateway, 
NDC API interface and critical interfaces- CRM, Revenue 
Management and Revenue Accounting were implemented 
within 7 weeks from receipt of AOC. An Agile approach for 
releases ensured delivery quality and visibility of the 
product performance. 

Offer bundle and ancillary management

Rapid implementation and go-live

Digital offer management 

The ability to deliver personalized and unique offers for 
each customer, was successfully setup while also offering 
the flexibility to choose from an extensive catalog of 
ancillaries. 

The iFly RES solution enabled EGO Airways to effectively 
distribute and manage offers to end customers. The airline 
administrators could configure eligibility rules for each 
customer and have in-depth visibility of their preferences 
and previous sales. The behavioural and offer data synced 
on an analytics platform allowed for improved customer 
experiences at every touchpoint and on every digital 
device. 

 “We achieved a great implementation, we had to 
face unexpected deviations, hurdles, COVID, home 
working, disturbances in the background outside our 
control during Teams meetings and what not. 
We also integrated so many applications and 
interfaces, and we are off to play together using 
advanced functionalities and piloting new features.”

Alessandro Cuciuc
Distribution Manager, EGO Airways
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Lessons Learnt

Prototypes built with API collaboration tools to confirm the 
detailed design and address queries with respect to 
interface documentation allowed for a quick assessment 
of development work and technical challenges. 
This ensured more efficient communication of design & 
functional expectations, and better predictability of 
delivery timelines.

Application tests jointly performed with customer based 
on business scenarios from operations/end customer 
viewpoints contributed to testing the right components to 
the right extent productively. Frequent reporting of test 
findings & periodical joint reviews helped in closely 
tracking critical issues and allowed for their timely 
resolution. 

Rapid iterations over big-bang delivery

Planning delivery in iterations continuously helped engage 
the customer/partners to realize early value in the 
implementation lifecycle. A working solution facilitated 
customer to engage their partners and performing teams 
to clarify the expectations accurately and improved the 
pace of the implementation activities.

Prototyping over detailed design documentation

Frequent sync-ups as “ONE-Team” over periodic status 
reporting

Given the distributed structure, frequent sync up meetings 
aligned the responsible teams and established common 
understanding of work priorities as “ONE-Team”. With this 
approach, risks & issues were more clearly determined & 
effectively mitigated. 

Productive testing with scenarios over independent 
test scripts documented by experts
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About IBS Software
IBS Software is a leading SaaS solutions provider to the travel industry globally, managing mission-critical operations for 
customers in the aviation, tour & cruise and hospitality industries. IBS Software's solutions for the aviation industry cover fleet & 
crew operations, aircraft maintenance, passenger services, loyalty programs, staff travel and air-cargo management. 
IBS Software also runs a real time B2B and B2C distribution platform providing hotel room inventory, rates and availability to a 
global network of hospitality companies and channels. For the tour and cruise industry, IBS provides a comprehensive, 
customer-centric, digital platform that covers onshore, online and on-board solutions. IBS Software is a Blackstone portfolio 
company and operates from 15 offices across the world. 

Further information can be found at https://www.ibsplc.com

The offer management platform allowed the airline to:

Ÿ Encourage customers to register for offers at different 
touch points, while seamlessly guiding the customers 
to complete sales

Ÿ Select abandoned shopping attempts for additional 
targeting and follow up consistently

Ÿ Push offers to customers via different sales channels, 
and follow up with customers that are inclined to 
return thus improving conversion rates and retention 

Customer profiles let the marketers design targeted 
campaigns and distribute promotional codes individually 
to incentivize and recognize the end customers. 
The effectiveness of the marketing campaigns could also 
be tracked and improved based on the usage details of the 
promotional codes.  Advanced capabilities were thus 
offered to manage the order lifecycle, messages across 
digital channels and recover shopping cart abandonments 
for improved sales conversion.

Summary & Key Highlights:

Ÿ  EDIFACT processing using iFly Direct Messaging 
solution hosted in AWS cloud for significant cost 
savings for messaging over legacy solutions

Ÿ  Enabled International and Domestic flight bookings– 
currently 25 daily flights, with 2 Embraer 190 aircraft 
and expected to scale rapidly up to 60 daily flight in 
the first year of operations with 5 Embraer 190 
aircrafts

Ÿ  Seamless integrations with CRM and several other 
interfaces in a short period

Ÿ  Hybrid ticketing model leveraging self-hosted ETDB 
saving ticket issuance costs 

Ÿ  NDC compliant seamless integration with OTAs

Ÿ  Adoption  of AGILE methodology for delivery and quick 
interface activations 

Ÿ  Collaboration tools, Conferencing solutions, and high 
availability from the customer's responsible team  
ensured  close collaboration and guidance for project 
issue management


